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Solid 7s 

A 

ACETATE AACEETT salt of acetic acid [n -S] 

ADAMANT AAADMNT extremely hard substance [n -S] 

AERIALS AAEILRS AERIAL, antenna (metallic device for sending or receiving radio waves) [n] 

AEROGEL AEEGLOR highly porous solid [n -S] 

AEROSOL AELOORS gaseous suspension of fine solid or liquid particles [n -S] 

AERUGOS AEGORSU AERUGO, green film that forms on copper [n] 

AGATIZE AAEGITZ to cause to resemble agate (variety of quartz) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

AGATOID AADGIOT AGATE, variety of quartz [adj] 

AGGRADE AADEGGR to fill with detrital material [v -D, -DING, -S] 

AIGLETS AEGILST AIGLET, aglet (metal sheath at end of lace) [n] 

ALBATAS AAABLST ALBATA, alloy of copper, nickel, and zinc [n] 

ALBITES ABEILST ALBITE, mineral [n] 

ALBITIC ABCIILT ALBITE, mineral [adj] 

ALEURON AELNORU aleurone (protein matter found in seeds of certain plants) [n -S] 

ALLOYED ADELLOY ALLOY, to combine to form alloy (homogenous mixture of metals) [v] 

ALNICOS ACILNOS ALNICO, alloy containing aluminum, nickel, and cobalt [n] 

ALPHORN AHLNOPR wooden horn used by Swiss herdsmen [n -S] 

ALTHORN AHLNORT brass wind instrument [n -S] 

ALUNITE AEILNTU mineral [n -S] 

AMALGAM AAAGLMM alloy of mercury with another metal [n -S] 

AMBOINA AABIMNO amboyna (mottled wood of Indonesian tree) [n -S] 

AMBOYNA AABMNOY mottled wood of Indonesian tree [n -S] 

AMIDINS ADIIMNS AMIDIN, soluble matter of starch [n] 

AMOSITE AEIMOST type of asbestos (mineral) [n -S] 

AMPOULE AELMOPU ampule (small glass vial) [n -S] 

AMPULES AELMPSU AMPULE, small glass vial [n] 

AMYLOID ADILMOY hard protein deposit resulting from degeneration of tissue [n -S] 

AMYLUMS ALMMSUY AMYLUM, starch (solid carbohydrate) [n] 

ANATASE AAAENST mineral [n -S] 

ANDIRON ADINNOR metal support for holding wood in fireplace [n -S] 

ANIMACY AACIMNY state of being alive (having life (quality that distinguishes animals and plants from inanimate matter) [n -CIES] 

ANTENNA AAENNNT metallic device for sending or receiving radio waves [n -E, -S] 

ANVILED ADEILNV ANVIL, to shape on anvil (heavy iron block) [v] 

APATITE AAEIPTT mineral [n -S] 

APLITES AEILPST APLITE, fine-grained rock [n] 

APLITIC ACIILPT APLITE, fine-grained rock [adj] 

AQUIFER AEFIQRU water-bearing rock formation [n -S] 

ARENITE AEEINRT rock made up chiefly of sand grains [n -S] 

ARENOSE AEENORS sandy (containing or covered with sand) [adj] 

ARENOUS AENORSU arenose (sandy (containing or covered with sand)) [adj] 

ARGENTS AEGNRST ARGENT, silver [n] 

ARKOSES AEKORSS ARKOSE, type of sandstone [n] 

ARKOSIC ACIKORS ARKOSE, type of sandstone [adj] 

ARSENIC ACEINRS metallic element [n -S] 

ARSENIC ACEINRS  metallic element [n -S] 
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ARTWORK AKORRTW illustrative or decorative work in printed matter [n -S] 

ASHCANS AACHNSS ASHCAN, metal receptacle for garbage [n] 

ASHFALL AAFHLLS deposit of volcanic ash [n -S] 

ASHLARS AAHLRSS ASHLAR, to build with squared stones [v] 

ASHLERS AEHLRSS ASHLER, to ashlar (to build with squared stones) [v] 

ASTERIA AAEIRST gemstone cut to exhibit asterism [n -S] 

AUCUBAS AABCSUU AUCUBA, shrub of dogwood family [n] 

AUGITES AEGISTU AUGITE, mineral [n] 

AUGITIC ACGIITU AUGITE, mineral [adj] 

AUSFORM AFMORSU to subject steel to strengthening process [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AZULEJO AEJLOUZ type of ceramic tile [n -S] 

AZURITE AEIRTUZ mineral [n -S] 

 

Solid 7s 

B 

BABBITT ABBBITT to line with babbitt (alloy of tin, copper, and antimony) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BADLAND AABDDLN barren, hilly area [n -S] 

BAFFIES ABEFFIS BAFFY, wooden golf club [n] 

BAGGING ABGGGIN material for making bags [n -S] 

BAGUETS ABEGSTU baguette (rectangular gem) [n]  

BALASES AABELSS BALAS, red variety of spinel [n] 

BANDERS ABDENRS BANDER, one that bands (to decorate with flexible strips of material) [n] 

BANDING ABDGINN BAND, to decorate with flexible strips of material [v] 

BARCHAN AABCHNR type of sand dune [n -S] 

BARITES ABEIRST BARITE, mineral [n] 

BARIUMS ABIMRSU BARIUM, metallic element [n] 

BARRENS ABENRRS BARREN, tract of barren land [n] 

BARYTES ABERSTY BARYTE, barite (mineral) [n] 

BASALTS AABLSST BASALT, volcanic rock [n] 

BASKETS ABEKSST BASKET, wooden container [n] 

BATTENS ABENSTT BATTEN, to fasten with strips of wood [v] 

BAUXITE ABEITUX ore of aluminum [n -S] 

BAYWOOD ABDOOWY coarse mahogany [n -S] 

BAZZING ABGINZZ BAZZ, to throw (as stone) [v] 

BEADERS ABDEERS BEADER, one that beads (to adorn with beads (round pieces of glass)) [n] 

BEADING ABDEGIN beaded material [n -S] / BEAD, to adorn with beads (round pieces of glass) [v] 

BEDDING BDDEGIN material for making up bed [n -S] 

BEDROCK BCDEKOR rock under soil [n -S] 

BEEBEES BBEEEES BEEBEE, pellet [n] 

BELTING BEGILNT material for belts [n -S]  

BEZOARS ABEORSZ BEZOAR, gastric mass [n] 

BIFACES ABCEFIS BIFACE, stone tool having cutting edge [n] 

BIFOCAL ABCFILO type of lens (piece of transparent material used in changing convergence of light rays) [n -S] 

BILLONS BILLNOS BILLON, alloy of silver and copper [n] 

BILSTED BDEILST hardwood tree [n -S] 

BIMETAL ABEILMT something composed of two metals [n -S] 

BIOMASS ABIMOSS amount of living matter [n -ES] 
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BIOTITE BEIIOTT form of mica [n -S] 

BIRCHEN BCEHINR made of birch wood [adj] 

BISMUTH BHIMSTU metallic element [n -S] 

BLENDES BDEELNS BLENDE, shiny mineral [n] 

BOBECHE BBCEEHO glass collar on candle holder [n -S] 

BOGWOOD BDGOOOW preserved tree wood [n -S] 

BOKKENS BEKKNOS BOKKEN, wooden sword used for training [n] 

BOLTING BGILNOT BOLT, to sift (to sieve (to pass through sieve (utensil for separating coarse parts from fine parts of loose matter))) [v] 

BOMBORA ABBMOOR sea area over ridge of rock [n -S] 

BONEBED BBDEENO area containing dinosaur fossils [n -S] 

BORACES ABCEORS BORAX, white crystalline compound [n] 

BORACIC ABCCIOR boric (pertaining to boron (nonmetallic element)) [adj] 

BORAXES ABEORSX BORAX, white crystalline compound [n] 

BORAZON ABNOORZ hard form of boron nitride [n -S] 

BORNITE BEINORT ore of copper [n -S] 

BORONIC BCINOOR BORON, nonmetallic element [adj] 

BORTZES BEORSTZ BORTZ, bort (low-quality diamond) [n] 

BOSKIER BEIKORS BOSKY, wooded; bushy [adj] 

BOSQUES BEOQSSU BOSQUE, bosk (small wooded area) [n] 

BOULDER BDELORU to climb up large rocks [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOWWOOD BDOOOWW deciduous tree [n -S] 

BOXWOOD BDOOOWX evergreen shrub [n -S] 

BRANDED ABDDENR BRAND, to mark with hot iron [v] 

BRANDER ABDENRR one that brands (to mark with hot iron) [n -S] 

BRASHES ABEHRSS BRASH, mass of fragments [n] 

BRASIER ABEIRRS brazier (one who works in brass) [n -S] 

BRASILS ABILRSS BRASIL, brazil (dyewood (wood from which dye is extracted)) [n] 

BRASSED ABDERSS BRASS, to coat with brass (alloy of copper and zinc) [v] 

BRASSES ABERSSS BRASS, to coat with brass (alloy of copper and zinc) [v] 

BRASSIE ABEIRSS golf club [n -S] 

BRAZIER ABEIRRZ one who works in brass [n -S] 

BRAZILS ABILRSZ BRAZIL, dyewood (wood from which dye is extracted) [n] 

BRECCIA ABCCEIR type of rock [n -S] 

BRICKED BCDEIKR BRICK, to build with bricks (blocks of clay) [v] 

BRIMMER BEIMMRR brimming cup or glass [n -S] 

BRINIER BEIINRR BRINY, salty (tasting of or containing salt) [adj] 

BRIQUET BEIQRTU to mold into small bricks [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

BRUTING BGINRTU BRUTE, to shape diamond by rubbing it with another diamond [v] 

BUCKSAW ABCKSUW wood-cutting saw [n =S] 

BUDDLES BDDELSU BUDDLE, apparatus on which crushed ore is washed [n] 

BUDWOOD BDDOOUW branch having buds that is used for grafting [n -S] 

BUFFERS BEFFRSU BUFFER, to cushion (to pad with soft material) [v] 

BUGLING BGGILNU BUGLE, to play bugle (brass wind instrument) [v] 

BULKIER BEIKLRU BULKY, massive (of considerable size) [adj] 

BULKILY BIKLLUY BULKY, massive (of considerable size) [adv] 

BULKING BGIKLNU BULK, to gather into mass [v] 

BULLION BILLNOU uncoined gold or silver [n -S] 
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BURNING BGINNRU firing of ceramic materials [n -S] 

BUSHLOT BHLOSTU woodlot (area restricted to growing of forest trees) [n -S] 

 

Solid 7s 

C 

CADMIUM ACDIMMU metallic element [n -S] 

CAESIUM ACEIMSU cesium (metallic element) [n -S] 

CAIRNED ACDEINR CAIRN, mound of stones set up as memorial [adj] 

CALCIFY ACCFILY to harden (to make hard) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

CALCITE ACCEILT mineral [n -S] 

CALCIUM ACCILMU metallic element [n -S] 

CALDERA AACDELR large crater [n] 

CALICHE ACCEHIL mineral deposit [n -S] 

CALKING ACGIKLN material used to calk [n -S] 

CALLOUS ACLLOSU to make or become hard [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CAMWOOD ACDMOOW African hardwood tree [n -S] 

CANNELS ACELNNS CANNEL, oily, compact coal [n] 

CANTALS AACLNST CANTAL, hard cheese of France [n] 

CAPROCK ACCKOPR overlying rock layer [n -S] 

CARAFES AACEFRS CARAFE, glass bottle [n] 

CARAPAX AAACPRX carapace (hard, protective outer covering) [n -ES] 

CARBONS ABCNORS CARBON, nonmetallic element [n] 

CASKING ACGIKNS CASK, to store in cask (strong barrel) [v] 

CEMENTA ACEEMNT CEMENTUM, hard tissue covering roots of teeth [n] 

CENOTES CEENOST CENOTE, sinkhole in limestone [n] 

CERAMAL AACELMR heat-resistant alloy [n -S] 

CERAMIC ACCEIMR item made of baked clay [n -S] 

CERESIN CEEINRS hard whitish wax [n -S] 

CERITES CEEIRST CERITE, mineral [n] 

CERIUMS CEIMRSU CERIUM, metallic element [n] 

CERMETS CEEMRST CERMET, ceramal (heat-resistant alloy) [n] 

CESIUMS CEIMSSU CESIUM, metallic element [n] 

CHALKED ACDEHKL CHALK, to mark with chalk (soft limestone) [v] 

CHANCRE ACCEHNR hard-based sore [n -S] 

CHASING ACGHINS design engraved on metal [n -S] 

CHASMAL AACHLMS CHASM, deep cleft in earth [adj] 

CHASMED ACDEHMS CHASM, deep cleft in earth [adj] 

CHASMIC ACCHIMS CHASM, deep cleft in earth [adj] 

CHELATE ACEEHLT to combine metal ion with compound [v -D, TING, -S] 

CHOCKED CCDEHKO CHOCK, to secure with wedge of wood or metal [v] 

CHOLATE ACEHLOT chemical salt [n -S] 

CHROMIC CCHIMOR pertaining to chromium (metallic element) [adj] 

CIPOLIN CIILNOP type of marble [n -S] 

CIRQUES CEIQRSU CIRQUE, deep, steep-walled basin on mountain [n] 

CITRATE ACEIRTT salt of citric acid [n -S] 

CITRINE CEIINRT variety of quartz [n -S] 

CLABBER ABBCELR to curdle (to congeal (to change from fluid to solid)) [v -ED, ING, -S] 
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CLANKED ACDEKLN CLANK, to make sharp, metallic sound [v] 

CLASTIC ACCILST rock made up of other rocks [n -S] 

CLAYING ACGILNY CLAY, to treat with clay (fine-grained, earthy material) [v] 

CLEATED ACDEELT CLEAT, to strengthen with strip of wood or iron [v] 

CLOTTED CDELOTT CLOT, to form into clot (thick mass) [v] 

CLOUGHS CGHLOSU CLOUGH, ravine (narrow, steep-sided valley) [n] 

CLUMPED CDELMPU CLUMP, to form into thick mass [v] 

CLUMPET CELMPTU clumper (large floating chunk of ice) [n -S] 

COALBIN ABCILNO bin for storing coal [n -S] 

COALBOX ABCLOOX box for storing coal [n -S] 

COALERS ACELORS COALER, one that supplies coal [n] 

COALIER ACEILOR COALY, containing coal [adj] 

COALIFY ACFILOY to convert into coal [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

COALING ACGILNO COAL, to supply with coal (carbon fuel) [v] 

COALPIT ACILOPT pit from which coal is obtained [n -S] 

COBALTS ABCLOST COBALT, metallic element [n] 

COESITE CEEIOST type of silica (type of silicon (nonmetallic element) [n -S] 

COINAGE ACEGINO act of making coins [n -S] 

COINERS CEINORS COINER, one that coins (to make coins (metal currency)) [n] 

COINING CGIINNO COIN, to make coins (metal currency) [v] 

COKINGS CGIKNOS COKING, process of converting coal into coke (carbon fuel) [n] 

COLLAGE ACEGLLO to arrange materials in collage (kind of artistic composition) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

COLLIED CDEILLO COLLY, to blacken with coal dust [v] 

COLLIER CEILLOR coal miner [n -S] 

COLLIES CEILLOS COLLY, to blacken with coal dust [v] 

COLLOID CDILLOO type of chemical suspension [n -S] 

COLTANS ACLNOST COLTAN, black ore containing columbite and tantalite [n] 

CONGEAL ACEGLNO to change from fluid to solid [v -ED, ING, -S] 

CONOIDS CDINOOS CONOID, geometric solid [n] 

COPALMS ACLMOPS COPALM, hardwood tree [n] 

COPPERS CEOPPRS COPPER, to cover with copper (metallic element) [v] 

COPPERY CEOPPRY resembling copper [adj -RIER, RIEST] 

CORDAGE ACDEGOR amount of wood in area [n -S] 

CORNCOB BCCNOOR woody core of ear of corn [n -S] 

CORNELS CELNORS CORNEL, hardwood tree or shrub [n] 

CORNIFY CFINORY to form keratin [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

CORNING CGINNOR CORN, to preserve with salt [v] 

CORRIES CEIORRS CORRIE, cirque (deep, steep-walled basin on mountain) [n] 

COTEAUS ACEOSTU COTEAU, higher ground of region [n] 

COTEAUX ACEOTUX COTEAU, higher ground of region [n] 

COTTONY CNOOTTY resembling cotton (soft, fibrous material) [adj] 

COULEES CEELOSU COULEE, small ravine (narrow, steep-sided valley) [n] 

COULOIR CILOORU deep gorge or gully [n -S] 

CRAGGED ACDEGGR CRAG, large jagged rock [adj] 

CRANNOG ACGNNOR artificial island [n -S] 

CRATONS ACNORST CRATON, part of earth’s crust [n] 

CRAZING ACGINRZ fine surface crack on pottery [n -S]  
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CRESSET CEERSST metal cup for burning oil [n -S] 

CROWBAR ABCORRW to use steel bar as lever [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

CRUDDED CDDDERU CRUD, to curd (to curdle (to congeal (to change from fluid to solid))) [v] 

CRUSTAL ACLRSTU pertaining to earth’s crust [adj] 

CRUSTED CDERSTU CRUST, to form crust (hardened outer surface) [v] 

CRYSTAL ACLRSTY transparent mineral [n -S] 

CUESTAS ACESSTU CUESTA, type of land elevation [n] 

CULLETS CELLSTU CULLET, broken glass gathered for remelting [n] 

CUPRITE CEIPRTU ore of copper [n -S] 

CUPROUS COPRSUU containing copper [adj] 

CUPRUMS CMPRSUU CUPRUM, copper [n] 

CURDIER CDEIRRU CURDY, curdled [adj] 

CURDING CDGINRU CURD, to curdle (to congeal (to change from fluid to solid)) [v] 

CURDLED CDDELRU CURDLE, to congeal (to change from fluid to solid) [v] 

CURDLER CDELRRU one that curdles (to congeal (to change from fluid to solid)) [n -S] 

CURDLES CDELRSU CURDLE, to congeal (to change from fluid to solid) [v] 

CURITES CEIRSTU CURITE, radioactive mineral [n] 

CUSHION CHINOSU to pad with soft material [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CUTBANK ABCKNTU steep stream bank [n -S] 

CYANATE AACENTY chemical salt [n -S] 

CYANIDE ACDEINY to treat ore with cyanid (compound of cyanogen) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

CYANITE ACEINTY mineral [n -S] 

 

Solid 7s 

D 

DACITES ACDEIST DACITE, light gray rock [n] 

DAMMARS AADMMRS DAMMAR, hard resin [n] 

DAMMERS ADEMMRS DAMMER, dammar (hard resin) [n] 

DECKING CDEGIKN material for ship's deck (platform serving as floor) [n -S] 

DEFUELS DEEFLSU DEFUEL, to remove fuel (solid) from [v] 

DEICERS CDEEIRS DEICER, one that deices (to free from ice) [n] 

DEICING CDEGIIN DEICE, to free from ice [v] 

DELTAIC ACDEILT DELTA, alluvial deposit at mouth of river [adj] 

DENTATE ADEENTT having teeth (one of hard structures attached in row to each jaw) [adj] 

DENTINE DEEINNT dentin (hard substance forming body of tooth) [n -S] 

DENTINS DEINNST DENTIN, hard substance forming body of tooth [n] 

DENTOID DDEINOT resembling tooth (one of hard structures attached in row to each jaw) [adj] 

DESALTS ADELSST DESALT, to remove salt from [v] 

DESMOID DDEIMOS very hard tumor [n -S] 

DEZINCS CDEINSZ DEZINC, to remove zinc from [v] 

DIABASE AABDEIS igneous rock [n -S] 

DIAMOND ADDIMNO to adorn with diamonds (precious gems) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIAPIRS ADIIPRS DIAPIR, bend in layer of rock [n] 

DIASTEM ADEIMST interruption in deposit of sedimentation [n -S] 

DINGLES DEGILNS DINGLE, dell (small, wooded valley) [n] 

DIORITE DEIIORT igneous rock [n -S] 

DIOXINS DIINOSX DIOXIN, toxic solid hydrocarbon [n] 
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DJEBELS BDEEJLS DJEBEL, jebel (mountain (large, natural elevation of earth's surface)) [n] 

DOGWOOD DDGOOOW tree [n -S] 

DOTTELS DELOSTT DOTTEL, dottle (mass of half-burnt pipe tobacco) [n] 

DOTTLES DELOSTT DOTTLE, mass of half-burnt pipe tobacco [n] 

DOWELED DDEELOW DOWEL, to fasten with wooden pins [v] 

DROSSES DEORSSS DROSS, waste matter [n] 

DUNITES DEINSTU DUNITE, igneous rock [n] 

DUNITIC CDIINTU DUNITE, igneous rock [adj] 

DUNNAGE ADEGNNU packing material used to protect cargo [n -S] 

DURAMEN ADEMNRU central wood of tree [n -S] 

DUSTERS DERSSTU DUSTER, one that dusts (to make free of dust (minute particles of matter)) [n] 

DUSTING DGINSTU DUST, to make free of dust (minute particles of matter) [v] 

DYEWOOD DDEOOWY wood from which dye is extracted [n -S] 

 

Solid 7s 

E 

EARTHEN AEEHNRT made of earth [adj] 

EBONIES BEEINOS EBONY, hard, heavy wood [n] 

EBONITE BEEINOT hard rubber [n -S] 

EDAPHIC ACDEHIP pertaining to soil [adj] 

ELASTIC ACEILST stretchable material [n -S] 

ELECTRO CEELORT to make metallic copy of page of type for printing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ELMWOOD DELMOOW wood of elm [n -S] 

ELUATES AEELSTU ELUATE, material obtained by eluting [n] 

ELUVIAL AEILLUV pertaining to eluvium (soil deposit) [adj] 

ELUVIUM EILMUUV soil deposit [n -S, -IA] 

ELYTRON ELNORTY hardened forewing of certain insects [n -RA]  

ELYTRUM ELMRTUY elytron (hardened forewing of certain insects) [n -RA] 

EMERALD ADEELMR green gem [n -S] 

EMERIES EEEIMRS EMERY, granular corundum [n] 

ENAMELS AEELMNS ENAMEL, to cover with hard, glossy surface [v] 

EOLITHS EHILOST EOLITH, prehistoric stone tool [n] 

EPEIRIC CEEIIPR pertaining to vertical movement of earth’s crust [adj] 

EPIDOTE DEEIOPT mineral [n -S] 

EPIGENE EEEGINP occurring near surface of earth [adj] 

ERBIUMS BEIMRSU ERBIUM, metallic element [n] 

ESCHARS ACEHRSS ESCHAR, hard, dry scab [n] 

EUCLASE ACEELSU mineral [n -S] 

EUCRITE CEEIRTU type of meteorite [n -S] 

EXCRETA ACEERTX excreted matter [n EXCRETA] 

EYEBARS ABEERSY EYEBAR, metal bar with loop at one or both ends [n] 

 

Solid 7s 

F 

FABRICS ABCFIRS FABRIC, woven, felted, or knitted material [n] 

FACTICE ACCEFIT rubber-like material [n -S] 

FAIENCE ACEEFIN variety of glazed pottery [n -S] 
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FATWOOD ADFOOTW wood used for kindling [n -S] 

FECULAE ACEEFLU FECULA, fecal matter [n] 

FELSITE EEFILST igneous rock [n -S] 

FELSPAR AEFLPRS feldspar (mineral ) [n -S] 

FELTING EFGILNT felted material [n -S] 

FENDERS DEEFNRS FENDER, metal guard over wheel of motor vehicle [n] 

FERRATE AEEFRRT chemical salt [n -S] 

FERRELS EEFLRRS FERREL, to ferrule (to furnish with metal ring or cap to prevent splitting) [v] 

FERROUS EFORRSU pertaining to iron [adj] 

FERRULE EEFLRRU to furnish with metal ring or cap to prevent splitting [v -D, -LING, -S] 

FERRUMS EFMRRSU FERRUM, iron [n] 

FERULAE AEEFLRU FERULA, flat piece of wood [n] 

FERULAS AEFLRSU FERULA, flat piece of wood [n] 

FERULED DEEFLRU FERULE, to ferrule (to furnish with metal ring or cap to prevent splitting) [v] 

FERULES EEFLRSU FERULE, to ferrule (to furnish with metal ring or cap to prevent splitting) [v] 

FETTERS EEFRSTT FETTER, to shackle (to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles) [v] 

FILTERS EFILRST FILTER, to pass through filter (device for removing suspended matter) [v] 

FIPPLES EFILPPS FIPPLE, plug of wood at mouth of certain wind instruments [n] 

FIREDOG DEFGIOR andiron (metal support for holding wood in fireplace) [n -S] 

FIRINGS FGIINRS FIRING, process of maturing ceramic products by heat [n] 

FIRMERS EFIMRRS FIRMER, woodworking tool [n] 

FJORDIC CDFIJOR FJORD, narrow inlet of sea between steep cliffs [adj] 

FLINTED DEFILNT FLINT, to provide with flint (spark-producing rock) [v] 

FLOCCED CCDEFLO FLOC, to aggregate into floccules (tuft-like mass) [v] 

FLOCCUS CCFLOSU floccule (small, loosely aggregated masses) [n -CCI] 

FLUORIC CFILORU FLUOR, fluorite (mineral ) [adj] 

FLUXING FGILNUX FLUX, to melt (to change from solid to liquid state by heat) [v] 

FORESTS EFORSST FOREST, to convert into forest (densely wooded area) [v] 

FORMATE AEFMORT chemical salt [n -S] 

FOUNDRY DFNORUY establishment in which metal is cast [n -RIES] 

FOXINGS FGINOSX FOXING, piece of material used to cover upper portion of shoe [n] 

FRANKUM AFKMNRU hardened resin of spruce tree [n -S] 

FRAPPES AEFPPRS FRAPPE, partly frozen drink [n] 

FRAZILS AFILRSZ FRAZIL, tiny ice crystals formed in supercooled waters [n] 

FREEZES EEEFRSZ FREEZE, to become hardened into solid body by loss of heat [v] 

FROSTED DEFORST FROST, to cover with frost (deposit of minute ice crystals) [v] / type of milk shake [n -S] 

FRUSTUM FMRSTUU part of conical solid [n -TA, -S] 

FUSAINS AFINSSU FUSAIN, fine charcoal used in drawing [n] 

FUTTOCK CFKOTTU curved timber in frame of wooden ship [n -S] 

 

Solid 7s 

G 

GABBROS ABBGORS GABBRO, type of rock [n] 

GABELLE ABEEGLL tax on salt [n -S] 

GABIONS ABGINOS GABION, type of basket (wooden container) [n] 

GAHNITE AEGHINT mineral [n -S] 

GALENAS AAEGLNS GALENA, principal ore of lead [n] 
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GALENIC ACEGILN GALENA, principal ore of lead [adj] 

GALLATE AAEGLLT chemical salt [n -S] 

GALLETS AEGLLST GALLET, to fill in mortar joints with stone chips [v] 

GALLIUM AGILLMU metallic element [n -S] 

GALLOUS AGLLOSU containing gallium (metallic element) [adj] 

GANGUES AEGGNSU GANGUE, worthless rock in which valuable minerals are found [n] 

GARIGUE AEGGIRU low scrubland [n -S] 

GARNETS AEGNRST GARNET, mineral [n] 

GEMLIKE EEGIKLM resembling gem (precious stone) [adj] 

GEMMIER EEGIMMR GEMMY, resembling gem (precious stone) [adj] 

GEMMILY EEGIMMR in manner suggesting gem (precious stone) [adv] 

GEMMING EGGIMMN GEM, to adorn with gems (precious stones) [v] 

GEODESY DEEGOSY geographical surveying [n -SES] 

GEOIDAL ADEGILO GEOID, hypothetical surface of earth [adj] 

GEOLOGY EGGLOOY science that deals with origin and structure of earth [n -GIES] 

GIBBING BBGGIIN GIB, to fasten with wedge of wood or metal [v] 

GIRASOL AGILORS variety of opal [n -S] 

GIROSOL GILOORS girasol (variety of opal) [n -S] 

GJETOST EGJOSTT hard brown cheese [n -S] 

GLACIAL AACGILL of or pertaining to glaciers [adj] 

GLACIER ACEGILR huge mass of ice [n -S] 

GLASSED ADEGLSS GLASS, to encase in glass (transparent substance) [v] 

GLASSES AEGLSSS GLASS, to encase in glass (transparent substance) [v] 

GLASSIE AEGILSS type of playing marble [n -S] 

GLAZERS AEGLRSZ GLAZER, glazier (one that glazes (to fit windows with glass panes)) [n] 

GLAZIER AEGILRZ one that glazes (to fit windows with glass panes) [n -S] 

GLAZING AGGILNZ glaziery (work of glazier) [n -S] / GLAZE, to fit windows with glass panes [v] 

GLEYING EGGILNY development of gley (clay soil layer) [n -S] 

GLOPPED DEGLOPP GLOP, to cover with glop (messy mass or mixture) [v] 

GLYPTIC CGILPTY art or process of engraving on gems [n -S] 

GOBBING BBGGINO GOB, to fill mine pit with waste material [v] 

GOSSANS AGNOSSS GOSSAN, type of decomposed rock [n] 

GOTHITE EGHIOTT goethite (ore of iron) [n -S] 

GRABENS ABBEGNR depression in earth’s crust [n] 

GRAMMES AEGMMRS GRAMME, gram (unit of mass and weight) [n] 

GRANITE AEGINRT type of rock [n -S] 

GRAUPEL AEGLPRU granular snow pellets [n -S] 

GRAVELS AEGLRSV GRAVEL, to pave with gravel (mixture of rock fragments) [v] 

GREISEN EEGINRS type of rock [n -S] 

GRILLED DEGILLR GRILL, to broil on gridiron [v] 

GRILLER EGILLRR one that grills (to broil on gridiron) [n -S] 

GROMMET EGMMORT to fasten with reinforcing ring of metal [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GROYNES EGNORSY structure built to keep shore from erosion [n] 

GRUMMET EGMMRTU to grommet (to fasten with reinforcing ring of metal) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GULLEYS EGLLSUY GULLEY, ravine (narrow, steep-sided valley) [n] 

GUMMITE EGIMMTU mixture of various minerals [n -S] 

GUMWOOD DGMOOUW wood of gumtree [n -S] 
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GUNGING GGGINNU GUNGE, to obstruct with gunky material [v] 

GYPSUMS GMPSSUY GYPSUM, mineral [n] 

GYTTJAS AGJSTTY GYTTJA, organically rich mud [n] 

 

Solid 7s 

H 

HABOOBS ABBHOOS HABOOB, violent sandstorm [n] 

HAFNIUM AFHIMNU metallic element [n -S] 

HALITES AEHILST HALITE, mineral [n] 

HALOIDS ADHILOS HALOID, chemical salt [n] 

HAMADAS AAADHMS HAMADA, hammada (desert plateau of bedrock) [n] 

HAMMADA AAADHMM desert plateau of bedrock [n -S] 

HAPLITE AEHILPT aplite (fine-grained rock) [n -S] 

HARDEST ADEHRST HARD, firm and unyielding [adj] 

HARDIER ADEHIRR HARDY, very sturdy [adj] 

HARDIES ADEHIRS HARDY, blacksmith's chisel [n] 

HARDILY ADHILRY in hardy (very sturdy) manner [adv] 

HARDISH ADHHIRS somewhat hard [adj] 

HARDPAN AADHNPR layer of hard subsoil [n -S] 

HARDTOP ADHOPRT type of car (automobile) [n -S] 

HARPING AGHINPR wooden plank used in shipbuilding [n -S] 

HARPINS AHINPRS HARPIN, harping (wooden plank used in shipbuilding) [n] 

HAZMATS AAHMSTZ HAZMAT, hazardous material [n] 

HEELTAP AEEHLPT material put on heel of shoe [n -S] 

HESSITE EEHISST mineral [n -S] 

HICKORY CHIKORY hardwood tree [n -RIES] 

HOGBACK ABCGHKO sharp ridge [n -S] 

HOLLOWS HLLOOSW HOLLOW, to make hollow (not solid) [v] 

HOLMIUM HILMMOU metallic element [n -S] 

HOMMOCK CHKMMOO ridge in ice field [n -S] 

HOOKING GHIKNOO HOOK, to catch with hook (bent piece of metal) [v] 

HOOPERS EHOOPRS HOOPER, one that hoops (to fasten with hoop (circular band of metal)) [n] 

HOOPING GHINOOP HOOP, to fasten with hoop (circular band of metal) [v] 

HORNIER EHINORR HORNY, hornlike in hardness [adj] 

HORNILY HILNORY in horny (hornlike in hardness) manner [adv] 

HORNING GHINNOR HORN, to form horn (hard projection of head) [v] 

HORNITO HINOORT mound of volcanic matter [n -S] 

HORSTES EHORSST HORSTE, horst (portion of earth's crust) [n] 

HOTBEDS BDEHOST HOTBED, bed of rich soil [n] 

HULKIER EHIKLRU HULKY, massive (of considerable size) [adj] 

HUMATES AEHMSTU HUMATE, chemical salt [n] 

HUMUSES EHMSSUU HUMUS, decomposed organic matter [n] 

HYALITE AEHILTY colorless opal [n -S] 

 

Solid 7s 

I 

ICEBERG BCEEGIR large floating body of ice [n -S] 
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ICECAPS ACCEIPS ICECAP, covering of ice and snow [n] 

ICEFALL ACEFILL kind of frozen waterfall [n -S] 

ICHNITE CEHIINT fossil footprint [n -S] 

ICICLED CCDEIIL ICICLE, hanging spike of ice [adj] 

ICICLES CCEIILS ICICLE, hanging spike of ice [n] 

ILLITES EIILLST ILLITE, group of minerals [n] 

ILLITIC CIIILLT ILLITE, group of minerals [adj] 

INDIUMS DIIMNSU INDIUM, metallic element [n] 

INFEEDS DEEFINS INFEED, action of supplying material to machine [n] 

INGATES AEGINST INGATE, channel by which molten metal enters mold [n] 

INGESTA AEGINST ingested material [n INGESTA] 

INKWOOD DIKNOOW evergreen tree [n -S] 

INLANDS ADILNNS INLAND, interior of region [n] 

INLIERS EIILNRS INLIER, type of rock formation [n] 

INUKSUK IKKNSUU inukshuk (figure of human made of stones) [n -UIT, -S] 

IODINES DEIINOS IODINE, nonmetallic element [n] 

IOLITES EIILOST IOLITE, mineral [n] 

IONOMER EIMNOOR type of plastic (any of group of synthetic or natural moldable materials) [n -S] 

IRIDIUM DIIIMRU metallic element [n -S] 

IRONERS EINORRS IRONER, machine for pressing clothes [n] 

IRONIER EIINORR IRONY, resembling iron [adj] 

IRONING GIINNOR IRON, to furnish with iron (metallic element) [v] 

IRONISE EIINORS to ironize (to mix with nutritional iron) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

IRONIZE EIINORZ to mix with nutritional iron [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

IRONMAN AIMNNOR man of great strength and stamina [n -MEN] 

ISLETED DEEILST ISLET, small island [adj] 

ISTHMIC CHIIMST pertaining to isthmus (strip of land connecting two larger land masses) [adj] 

ISTHMUS HIMSSTU strip of land connecting two larger land masses [n -MI, -ES] 

IVORIED DEIIORV IVORY, hard white substance found in elephant tusks [adj] 

IVORIES EIIORSV IVORY, hard white substance found in elephant tusks [n] 

 

Solid 7s 

J 

JACINTH ACHIJNT variety of zircon [n -S] 

JADEITE ADEEIJT mineral [n -S] 

JADITIC ACDIIJT JADEITE, mineral [adj] 

JANGLED ADEGJLN JANGLE, to make harsh, metallic sound [v] 

JANGLER AEGJLNR one that jangles (to make harsh, metallic sound) [n -s] 

JANGLES AEGJLNS JANGLE, to make harsh, metallic sound [v] 

JARGOON AGJNOOR variety of zircon [n -S] 

JARINAS AAIJNRS JARINA, hard seed of palm tree [n] 

JASPERS AEJPRSS JASPER (variety of quartz) [n] 

JASPERY AEJPRSY JASPER (variety of quartz) [adj] 

JELLIED DEEIJLL JELLY, to make into jelly (soft, semisolid substance) [v] 

JELLIES EEIJLLS JELLY, to make into jelly (soft, semisolid substance) [v] 

JELLIFY EFIJLLY to jelly (to make into jelly (soft, semisolid substance)) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

JELLING EGIJLLN JELL, to congeal (to change from fluid to solid) [v] 
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JEREEDS DEEEJRS JEREED, wooden javelin [n] 

JERREED DEEEJRR jereed (wooden javelin) [n -S] 

JERRIDS DEIJRRS JERRID, jereed (wooden javelin) [n] 

JEWELED DEEEJLW JEWEL, to adorn or equip with jewels (precious stones) [v] 

JUNGLED DEGJLNU JUNGLE, land covered with dense tropical vegetation [adj] 

JUNGLES EGJLNSU JUNGLE, land covered with dense tropical vegetation [n] 

 

Solid 7s 

K 

KAINITE AEIIKNT mineral salt [n -S] 

KAINITS AIIKNST KAINIT, kainite (mineral salt) [n] 

KAOLINE AEIKLNO kaolin (fine white clay) [n -S] 

KAOLINS AIKLNOS KAOLIN, fine white clay [n] 

KARSTIC ACIKRST KARST, limestone region [adj] 

KERAMIC ACEIKMR ceramic (item made of baked clay) [n -S] 

KERNITE EEIKNRT mineral [n -S] 

KEROGEN EEGKNOR substance found in shale [n -S] 

KUNZITE EIKNTUZ mineral [n -S] 

KYANITE AEIKNTY cyanite (mineral) [n -S] 

 

Solid 7s 

L 

LAGGING AGGGILN insulating material [n -S] 

LAKEBED ABDEEKL floor of lake [n -S] 

LALIQUE AEILLQU style of cut glass or crystal [n -S] 

LALLAND AADLLLN lowland (area of land lying lower than adjacent country) [n -S] 

LALLANS AALLLNS LALLAN, lowland (area of land lying lower than adjacent country) [n] 

LANDERS ADELNRS LANDER, one that lands (to set down upon land (solid ground)) [n] 

LANDING ADGILNN LAND, to set down upon land (solid ground) [v] 

LAPIDES ADEILPS LAPIS, semiprecious stone [n] 

LAPISES AEILPSS LAPIS, semiprecious stone [n] 

LAPPERS AELPPRS LAPPER, to lopper (to curdle (to congeal (to change from fluid to solid))) [v] 

LASHING AGHILNS flogging (whipping (material used to whip)) [n -S] 

LATHING AGHILNT LATH, to cover with laths (thin strips of wood) [v] 

LATOSOL ALLOOST tropical soil [n -S] 

LATTENS AELNSTT LATTEN, brass-like alloy [n] 

LATTICE ACEILTT to form structure consisting of interlaced strips of material [v -D, -CING, -S] 

LATTINS AILNSTT LATTIN, latten (brass-like alloy) [n] 

LAZULIS AILLSUZ LAZULI, mineral [n] 

LEADIER ADEEILR LEADY, resembling lead (metal) [adj] 

LEADING ADEGILN covering or border of lead [n -S] / LEAD, to cover with lead (heavy metallic element) [v] 

LEUCITE CEEILTU mineral [n -S] 

LIGNIFY FGIILNY to convert into wood [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

LIGNINS GIILNNS LIGNIN, essential part of woody tissue [n] 

LIGNITE EGIILNT type of coal [n -S] 

LIGURES EGILRSU LIGURE, precious stone [n] 

LIMIEST EIILMST LIMY, resembling or containing lime (mineral) [adj] 
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LIQUATE AEILQTU to purify metal by heating [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LITHIFY FHIILTY to petrify [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

LITHIUM HIILMTU metallic element [n -S] 

LITHOED DEHILOT LITHO, to make prints by lithography [v] 

LITHOES EHILOST LITHO, to make prints by lithography [v] 

LITHOID DHIILOT resembling stone [adj] 

LOAMIER AEILMOR LOAMY, resembling loam (type of soil) [adj] 

LOCKSET CEKLOSST set of hardware for locking door [n] 

LOESSAL AELLOSS LOESS, soil deposit [adj] 

LOESSES EELOSSS LOESS, soil deposit [n] 

LOGJAMS AGJLMOS LOGJAM, to cause to become tangled in mass [v] 

LOGWOOD DGLOOOW tropical tree [n -S] 

LOPPERS ELOPPRS LOPPER, to curdle (to congeal (to change from fluid to solid)) [v] 

LORGNON GLNNOOR pair of eyeglasses with handle [n -S] 

LOWLAND ADLLNOW area of land lying lower than adjacent country [n -S] 

LUGGIES EGGILSU LUGGIE, small wooden dish or pail [n] 

LUMPING GILMNPU LUMP, to make into lumps (shapeless masses) [v] 

 

Solid 7s 

M 

MAGMATA AAAGMMT MAGMA, molten matter from which igneous rock is formed [n] 

MAGNETS AEGMNST MAGNET, body that possesses property of attracting iron [n] 

MALATES AAELMST MALATE, chemical salt [n] 

MALEATE AAEELMT chemical salt [n -S] 

MALMIER AEILMMR MALMY, resembling malm (soft, friable limestone) [adj] 

MASCONS ACMNOSS MASCON, concentration of dense mass beneath moon's surface [n] 

MASONED ADEMNOS MASON, to build with stone or brick [v] 

MASONIC ACIMNOS pertaining to masonry (structure built of stone or brick) [adj] 

MASONRY AMNORSY structure built of stone or brick [n -RIES] 

MASSIER AEIMRSS MASSY, massive (of considerable size) [adj] 

MASSIFS AFIMSSS MASSIF, principal mountain mass [n] 

MASSING AGIMNSS MASS, to assemble in mass (body of coherent matter) [v] 

MATRASS AAMRSST long-necked glass vessel [n -ES] 

MATTING  AGIMNTT MATT to pack down into dense mass [v] / MATTE, to produce a dull finish on [v] / woven fabric used as floor covering [n -S] 

MEADOWS ADEMOSW MEADOW, tract of grassland [n] 

MEADOWY ADEMOWY MEADOW, tract of grassland [adj] 

MEDALED ADDEELM MEDAL, to honor with medal (commemorative piece of metal) [v] 

MELTAGE AEEGLMT process of melting [n -S] 

MELTERS EELMRST MELTER, one that melts (to change from solid to liquid state by heat) [n] 

MELTING EGILMNT MELT, to change from solid to liquid state by heat [v] 

MERLONS ELMNORS MERLON, solid part of indented parapet [n] 

MESCALS ACELMSS MESCAL, cactus used as source of liquor [n] 

METALED ADEELMT METAL, to cover with metal (any of various ductile, fusible, and lustrous substances) [v] 

METATES AEEMSTT METATE, stone used for grinding grains [n] 

METEORS EEMORST METEOR, small celestial body that enters earth's atmosphere [n] 

MEZCALS ACELMSZ MEZCAL, mescal (cactus used as source of liquor) [n] 

MIDIRON DIIMNOR golf club [n -S] 
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MIGGLES EGGILMS MIGGLE, mig (type of playing marble) [n] 

MINABLE ABEILMN capable of being mined [adj] 

MINERAL AEILMNR naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties [n -S] 

MININGS GIIMNNS MINING, process or business of working mines (excavations in earth) [n] 

MINTAGE AEGIMNT act of minting (to produce by stamping metal, as coins) [n -S] 

MINTERS EIMNRST MINTER, one that mints (to produce by stamping metal, as coins) [n] 

MINTING GIIMNNT MINT, to produce by stamping metal, as coins [v] 

MITISES EIIMSST MITIS, type of wrought iron [n] 

MOGULED DEGLMOU provided with bumps of hard snow [adj] 

MONOCLE CELMNOO eyeglass for one eye [n -S] 

MOULINS ILMNOSU MOULIN, vertical cavity in glacier [n] 

MUDFLAT ADFLMTU level tract alternately covered and left bare by tide [n -S] 

MUDROCK CDKMORU pelite (rock composed of fine fragments) [n -S] 

MULLITE EILLMTU mineral [n -S] 

MULLOCK CKLLMOU waste earth or rock from mine [n -S] 

 

Solid 7s 

N 

NAILERS AEILNRS NAILER, one that nails (to fasten with nail (slender piece of metal)) [n] 

NAILING AGIILNN NAIL, to fasten with nail (slender piece of metal) [v] 

NAILSET AEILNST steel rod for driving nail into something [n -S] 

NAPKINS AIKNNPS NAPKIN, piece of material used to wipe hands and mouth [n] 

NATRIUM AIMNRTU sodium (metallic element) [n -S] 

NEOLITH EHILNOT ancient stone implement [n -S] 

NICKELS CEIKLNS NICKEL, to plate with nickel (metallic element) [v] 

NICKLED CDEIKLN NICKLE, to nickel (to plate with nickel (metallic element)) [v] 

NICKLES CEIKLNS NICKLE, to nickel (to plate with nickel (metallic element)) [v] 

NIELLOS EILLNOS NIELLO, black metallic substance [n]  

NINEPIN EIINNNP wooden pin used in bowling game [n -S] 

NIOBATE ABEINOT chemical salt [n -S] 

NIOBITE BEIINOT mineral columbite [n -S] 

NIOBIUM BIIMNOU metallic element [n -S] 

NIOBOUS BINOOSU NIOBIUM, metallic element [adj] 

NITINOL IILNNOT alloy of nickel and titanium [n -S] 

NITRITE EIINRTT salt of nitrous acid [n -S] 

NIVEOUS EINOSUV resembling snow [adj] 

NOGGING GGGINNO type of masonry (structure built of stone or brick) [n -S] / NOG, to fill in space in wall with bricks [v] 

NONHEME EEHMNNO not containing iron that is bound like that of heme [adj] 

NORITES EINORST NORITE, granular rock [n] 

NORITIC CIINORT NORITE, granular rock [adj] 

NUGGETS EGGNSTU NUGGET, mass of solid matter [n] 

NUGGETY EGGNTUY NUGGET, mass of solid matter [adj] 

NULLAHS AHLLNSU NULLAH, ravine (narrow, steep-sided valley) [n] 

NUNATAK AAKNNTU mountain peak completely surrounded by glacial ice [n -S] 

NUTTING GINNTTU NUT, to gather nuts (hard-shelled dry fruits) [v] 

NUTWOOD DNOOTUW nut-bearing tree [n -S] 

NYLONED DELNNOY NYLON, synthetic material [adj] 
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O 

OAKLIKE AEIKKLO OAK, hardwood tree or shrub [adj] 

OCHERED CDEEHOR OCHER, to color with ocher (red or yellow iron ore used as pigment) [v] 

OCHRING CGHINOR OCHRE, to ocher (to color with ocher (red or yellow iron ore used as pigment)) [v] 

OLEATES AEELOST OLEATE, chemical salt [n] 

OLIVINE EIILNOV mineral [n -S] 

OOLITES EILOOST OOLITE, variety of limestone [n] 

OOLITHS HILOOST OOLITH, oolite (variety of limestone) [n] 

OOLITIC CIILOOT OOLITE, variety of limestone [adj] 

OPALINE AEILNOP opaque white glass [n -S] 

OPHITES EHIOPST OPHITE, green mottled igneous rock [n] 

OPHITIC CHIIOPT OPHITE, green mottled igneous rock [adj] 

OREBODY BDEOORY mass of ore in mine [n -DIES] 

OREIDES DEEIORS OREIDE, oroide (alloy used to imitate gold) [n] 

ORMOLUS LMOORSU ORMOLU, alloy used to imitate gold [n] 

OROGENS EGNOORS OROGEN, belt of earth's crust involved in orogeny (process of mountain formation) [n] 

OROGENY EGNOORY process of mountain formation [n -NIES] 

OROIDES DEIOORS OROIDE, alloy used to imitate gold [n] 

OROLOGY GLOOORY study of mountains [n -GIES] 

OSMIOUS IMOOSSU OSMIUM, metallic element [adj] 

OSMIUMS IMMOSSU OSMIUM, metallic element [n] 

OTOLITH HILOOTT hard mass that forms in inner ear [n -S] 

OUCHING CGHINOU OUCH, to ornament with ouches (settings for precious stones) [v] 

OUTWASH AHOSTUW detritus washed from glacier [n -ES] 

OXALATE AAELOTX to treat with oxalate (chemical salt) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OXYSALT ALOSTXY salt of oxyacid [n -S] 

 

Solid 7s 

P 

PACKING ACGIKNP material used to pack [n -S]  

PADDERS ADDEPRS PADDER, one that pads (to line or stuff with soft material) [n] 

PADDING ADDGINP material with which to pad [n -S] / PAD, to line or stuff with soft material [v] 

PANELED ADEELNP PANEL, to decorate with thin sheets of material [v] 

PANNIST AINNPST person who plays steel drum [n -S] 

PAPERED ADEEPPR PAPER, to cover or wrap with paper (thin sheet of material made of cellulose pulp) [v] 

PAPERER AEEPPRR one that papers (to cover or wrap with paper (thin sheet of material made of cellulose pulp)) [n -S] 

PARAMOS AAMOPRS PARAMO, plateau region of South America [n] 

PARIANS AAINPRS PARIAN, hard, white porcelain [n] 

PATTENS AENPSTT PATTEN, shoe having thick wooden sole [n] 

PAULINS AILNPSU PAULIN, sheet of waterproof material [n] 

PAVIORS AIOPRSV PAVIOR, paver (one that paves (to cover with material that forms firm, level surface)) [n] 

PAVIOUR AIOPRUV paver (one that paves (to cover with material that forms firm, level surface)) [n -S] 

PEARLED ADEELPR PEARL, to adorn with pearls (smooth, rounded masses formed in certain mollusks) [v] 

PEBBLED BBDEELP PEBBLE, to cover with pebbles (small, rounded stones) [v] 

PEBBLES BBEELPS PEBBLE, to cover with pebbles (small, rounded stones) [v] 
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PECTATE ACEEPTT chemical salt [n -S] 

PEDOCAL ACDELOP type of soil [n -S] 

PEEBEEN BEEEENP large hardwood evergreen tree [n -S] 

PEENING EEGINNP action of treating sheet metal with metal shot in order to shape it [n -S] 

PEGGING EGGGINP PEG, to fasten with peg (wooden pin) [v] 

PELITES EEILPST PELITE, rock composed of fine fragments [n] 

PELITIC CEIILPT PELITE, rock composed of fine fragments [adj] 

PELLETS EELLPST PELLET, to strike with pellets (small rounded masses) [v] 

PENNINE EEINNNP mineral [n -S] 

PERIDOT DEIOPRT mineral [n -S] 

PERLITE EEILPRT volcanic glass [n -S] 

PERPENT EENPPRT large building stone [n -S] 

PERSALT AELPRST chemical salt [n -S] 

PETRIFY EFIPRTY to convert into stone [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

PETROUS EOPRSTU resembling stone in hardness [adj] 

PEWTERS EEPRSTW PEWTER, tin alloy [n] 

PEWTERY EEPRTWY PEWTER, tin alloy [adj] 

PHENATE AEEHNPT salt of carbolic acid [n -S] 

PHYTINS HINPSTY PHYTIN, calcium-magnesium salt [n] 

PICKAXE ACEIKPX to pickax (to use pickax (tool for breaking hard surfaces)) [v -D, -XING, -S] 

PICRATE ACEIPRT chemical salt [n -S] 

PICRITE CEIIPRT igneous rock [n -S] 

PIECING CEGIINP material to be sewn together [n -S] 

PIGGINS GGIINPS PIGGIN, small wooden pail [n] 

PIGMENT EGIMNPT to add coloring matter to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PILLING GIILLNP PILL, to dose with pills (small, rounded masses of medicine) [v] 

PINATAS AAINPST PINATA, pottery jar used in Mexican game [n] 

PINITES EIINPST PINITE, mineral [n] 

PINNERS EINNPRS PINNER, one that pins (to fasten with pin (slender, pointed piece of metal)) [n] 

PINNING GIINNNP PIN, to fasten with pin (slender, pointed piece of metal) [v] 

PINWALE AEILNPW type of fabric (woven, felted, or knitted material) [n -S] 

PLASTIC ACILPST any of group of synthetic or natural moldable materials [n -S] 

PLATEAU AAELPTU level stretch of elevated land [n -S, -X] 

PLATERS AELPRST PLATER, one that plates (to coat with thin layer of metal) [n] 

PLATINA AAILNPT platinum (metallic element) [n -S] 

PLATING AGILNPT thin layer of metal [n -S] / PLATE, to coat with thin layer of metal [v] 

PLENISM EILMNPS doctrine that space is fully occupied by matter [n -S] 

PLENUMS ELMNPSU PLENUM, space considered as fully occupied by matter [n] 

PLINTHS HILNPST PLINTH, stone or slab upon which column or pedestal rests [n] 

PLUGGED DEGGLPU PLUG, to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole) [v] 

PLUGGER EGGLPRU one that plugs (to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole)) [n -S] 

PLUTONS LNOPSTU PLUTON, formation of igneous rock [n] 

PLYWOOD DLOOPWY building material [n -S] 

PODSOLS DLOOPSS PODSOL, podzol (infertile soil) [n] 

PODZOLS DLOOPSZ PODZOL, infertile soil [n] 

POGONIP GINOOPP dense fog of suspended ice particles [n -S] 

POLDERS DELOPRS POLDER, tract of low land reclaimed from body of water [n] 
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PONTILS ILNOPST PONTIL, punty (iron rod used in glassmaking) [n] 

POTTERY EOPRTTY ware molded from clay and hardened by heat [n -RIES] 

POWDERS DEOPRSW POWDER, to reduce to powder (matter in finely divided state) [v] 

PRAIRIE AEIIPRR tract of grassland [n -S] 

PREDIAL ADEILPR praedial (pertaining to land) [adj] 

PREPREG EEGPPRR reinforcing material already impregnated with synthetic resin [n -S] 

PRONOTA ANOOPRT PRONOTUM, hard outer plate of insect [n] 

PUDDLER DDELPRU one who subjects iron to puddling [n -S] 

PUGGING GGGINPU act of preparing clay for making bricks or pottery [n -S] / PUG, to fill in with clay or mortar [v] 

PULPERS ELPPRSU PULPER, one that pulps (to reduce to pulp (soft, moist mass of matter)) [n] 

PULPING GILNPPU process of reducing to pulp [n -S] / PULP, to reduce to pulp (soft, moist mass of matter) [v] 

PUMICED CDEIMPU PUMICE, to polish with porous volcanic rock [v] 

PUMICER CEIMPRU one that pumices (to polish with porous volcanic rock) [n -S] 

PUMICES CEIMPSU PUMICE, to polish with porous volcanic rock [v] 

PUNTIES EINPSTU PUNTY, iron rod used in glassmaking [n] 

PUTAMEN AEMNPTU hard covering of kernel of certain fruits [n -S, -MINA] 

PYRENES EENPRSY PYRENE, putamen (hard covering of kernel of certain fruits) [n] 

PYRITES EIPRSTY PYRITE, metallic sulfide [n] 

PYRITIC CIIPRTY PYRITE, metallic sulfide [adj] 

PYROPES EOPPRSY PYROPE, variety of garnet [n] 

 

Solid 7s 

Q 

QUADRAT AADQRTU piece of type metal used for filling spaces [n -S] 

QUASSIN AINQSSU medicinal compound obtained from wood of quassia [n -S] 

QUINZIE EIINQUZ quinzhee (shelter made by hollowing out pile of snow) [n -S] 

 

Solid 7s 

R 

RABBLER ABBELRR iron bar used in puddling [n -S] 

RACEMIC ACCEIMR pertaining to racemate (chemical salt) [adj] 

RAILBED ABDEILR layer of stone or gravel on which railroad is laid [n -S] 

RASPING AGINPRS tiny piece of wood removed with coarse file [n -S]  

RAVINES AEINRSV RAVINE, narrow, steep-sided valley [n] 

REALGAR AAEGLRR mineral [n -S] 

RECOALS ACELORS RECOAL, to coal again [v] 

RECYCLE CCEELRY to process in order to extract useful materials [v -D, -LING, -S] 

REDWOOD DDEOORW very tall evergreen tree [n -S] 

REEFIER EEEFIRR REEFY, abounding in ridges of rock [adj] 

REGOSOL EGLOORS type of soil [n -S] 

REGULUS EGLRSUU mass that forms beneath slag in furnace [n -LI, -ES] 

REMELTS EELMRST REMELT, to melt again [v] 

RETTING EGINRTT RET, to soak in order to loosen fiber from woody tissue [v] 

RHENIUM EHIMNRU metallic element [n -S] 

RHODIUM DHIMORU metallic element [n -S] 

RIDGIER DEGIIRR RIDGY, having ridges [adj] 

RIDGING DGGIINR RIDGE, to form into ridges (long, narrow elevations) [v] 
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RIMIEST EIIMRST RIMY, frosty (covered with frost) [adj] 

RIMROCK CIKMORR type of rock formation [n -S] 

RINGTAW AGINRTW game of marbles [n -S] 

RIPRAPS AIPPRRS RIPRAP, to strengthen with foundation of broken stones [v] 

RIPSAWN AINPRSW RIPSAW, to saw wood by cutting with grain [v] 

RIPSAWS AIPRSSW RIPSAW, to saw wood by cutting with grain [v] 

RIVETED DEEIRTV RIVET, to fasten with type of metal bolt [v] 

RIVETER EEIRRTV one that rivets (to fasten with type of metal bolt) [n -S] 

RIVIERE EEIIRRV necklace of precious stones [n -S] 

ROCKERY CEKORRY rock garden [n -RIES] 

RODDING DDGINOR ROD, to provide with rod (straight, slender piece of material) [v] 

ROOFING FGINOOR material for roof [n -S] 

RUBACES ABCERSU RUBACE, rubasse (variety of quartz) [n] 

RUBASSE ABERSSU variety of quartz [n -S]  

RUBIDIC BCDIIRU RUBIDIUM, metallic element [adj] 

RUBIGOS BGIORSU RUBIGO, red iron oxide [n] 

RUBYING BGINRUY RUBY, to tint with color of ruby (deep-red precious stone) [v] 

RUMMERS EMMRRSU RUMMER, large drinking glass [n] 

RUSTING GINRSTU RUST, to form rust (reddish coating that forms on iron) [v] 

RUTILES EILRSTU RUTILE, mineral [n] 

 

Solid 7s 

S 

SABOTED ABDEOST SABOT, wooden shoe [adj] 

SACKING ACGIKNS material for making sacks [n -S] 

SADIRON ADINORS heavy flatiron [n -S] 

SALTERN AELNRST place where salt is produced [n -S] 

SALTERS AELRSST SALTER, one that salts (to treat with salt [n] 

SALTERY AELRSTY factory where fish is salted for storage [n -RIES] 

SALTEST AELSSTT SALT, salty (tasting of or containing salt) [adj] 

SALTIER AEILRST SALTY, tasting of or containing salt [adj] 

SALTILY AILLSTY in salty (tasting of or containing salt) manner [adv] 

SALTINE AEILNST salted cracker [n -S] 

SALTING AGILNST SALT, to treat with salt (crystalline compound used as seasoning and preservative) [v] 

SALTISH AHILSST somewhat salty [adj] 

SALTPAN AALNPST large pan for making salt by evaporation [n -S] 

SAMOVAR AAMORSV metal urn for heating water [n -S] 

SANDBAG AABDGNS to surround with bags of sand (loose granular rock material) [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

SANDBAR AABDNRS ridge of sand formed in river or sea [n -S] 

SAPROBE ABEOPRS organism that derives its nourishment from decaying organic matter [n -S] 

SAPSAGO AAGOPSS hard green cheese [n -S] 

SAPWOOD ADOOPSW newly formed outer wood of tree [n -S] 

SARDIUS ADIRSSU sard (variety of quartz) [n -ES] 

SARSENS AENRSSS SARSEN, large sandstone block [n] 

SASHING AGHINSS SASH, to furnish with frame in which glass is set [v] 

SASSIES AEISSSS SASSY, sasswood (African tree) [n] 

SAVANNA AAANNSV SAVANNA, flat, treeless grassland [n -S] 
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SAWBUCK ABCKSUW sawhorse (rack used to support piece of wood being sawed) [n -S] 

SAWDUST ADSSTUW small particles of wood produced in sawing [n -S] 

SAWYERS AERSSWY SAWYER, one that saws wood for living [n] 

SAXHORN AHNORSX brass wind instrument [n -S] 

SCANDIC ACCDINS SCANDIUM, metallic element [adj] 

SCHISTS CHISSST SCHIST, rock that readily splits into parallel layers [n] 

SCHORLS CHLORSS SCHORL, mineral [n] 

SCORIAE ACEIORS SCORIA, refuse of smelted metal or ore [n] 

SCREWED CDEERSW SCREW, to attach with screw (type of metal fastener) [v] 

SCREWER CEERRSW one that screws (to attach with screw (type of metal fastener)) [n -S] 

SCRIBER BCEIRRS pointed instrument used for marking off material to be cut [n -S] 

SCULPED CDELPSU SCULP, to sculpt (to form image or representation of from solid material) [v] 

SCULPTS CLPSSTU SCULPT, to form image or representation of from solid material [v] 

SCUMMED CDEMMSU SCUM, to remove scum (impure or extraneous matter) from [v] 

SCUMMER CEMMRSU one that scums (to remove scum (impure or extraneous matter) from) [n -S] 

SEASIDE ADEEISS seashore (land bordering on sea) [n -S] 

SEATING AEGINST material for covering seats [n -S] 

SEIDELS DEEILSS SEIDEL, large beer glass [n] 

SEISMAL AEILMSS SEISM, earthquake [adj] 

SEISMIC CEIIMSS SEISM, earthquake [adj] 

SELENIC CEEILNS pertaining to selenium (nonmetallic element) [adj] 

SELTZER EELRSTZ carbonated mineral water [n -S] 

SEWAGES AEEGSSW SEWAGE, waste matter carried off by sewers [n] 

SEWINGS EGINSSW SEWING, material that has been or is to be sewed [n] 

SHACKLE ACEHKLS to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SHAIRDS ADHIRSS SHAIRD, shard (fragment of broken pottery) [n] 

SHALIER AEHILRS SHALEY, shaly (resembling shale (fissile rock)) [adj] / SHALY [adj] 

SHEETED DEEEHST SHEET, to cover with sheet (thin, rectangular piece of material) [v] 

SHEETER EEEHRST one that sheets (to cover with sheet (thin, rectangular piece of material)) [n -S] 

SHELLED DEEHLLS SHELL, to divest of shell (hard outer covering) [v] 

SHELLER EEHLLRS one that shells (to divest of shell (hard outer covering)) [n -S] 

SHINGLE EGHILNS to cover with shingles (thin, oblong pieces of building material) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SHINGLY GHILNSY covered with small, loose stones [adj] 

SHIPLAP AHILPPS to clad vertical surface using rabbeted wood [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

SHITTAH AHHISTT hardwood tree [n -S] 

SHITTAH AHHISTT hardwood tree [n -S] 

SHITTIM HIIMSTT wood of shittah [n -S] 

SIDINGS DGIINSS SIDING, material used for surfacing frame building [n] 

SIENITE EEIINST syenite (igneous rock) [n -S] 

SIERRAN AEINRRS SIERRA, mountain range [adj] 

SIERRAS AEIRRSS SIERRA, mountain range [n] 

SIEVING EGIINSV SIEVE, to pass through sieve (utensil for separating coarse parts from fine parts of loose matter) [v] 

SIFTERS EFIRSST SIFTER, one that sifts (to sieve (to pass through sieve (utensil for separating coarse parts from fine parts of loose matter))) [n] 

SIFTING FGIINST SIFT, to sieve (to pass through sieve (utensil for separating coarse parts from fine parts of loose matter)) [v] 

SILEXES EEILSSX SILEX, silica (form of silicon) [n] 

SILICAS ACIILSS SILICA, form of silicon [n] 

SILICIC CCIIILS pertaining to silicon (nonmetallic element) [adj] 
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SILICON CIILNOS nonmetallic element [n -S] 

SILTIER EIILRST SILTY, full of silt [adj] 

SILTING GIILNST SILT, to fill with silt (sedimentary material) [v] 

SILVERS EILRSSV SILVER, to cover with silver (metallic element) [v] 

SIZINGS GIINSSZ SIZING, substance used as glaze or filler for porous materials [n] 

SKEEING EEGIKNS SKEE, to ski (to travel on skis (long, narrow strips of wood or metal)) [v] 

SKIMMED DEIKMMS SKIM, to remove floating matter from surface of [v] 

SKIMMER EIKMMRS one that skims (to remove floating matter from surface of) [n -S] 

SKITTLE EIKLSTT wooden pin used in bowling game [n -S] 

SLATERS AELRSST SLATER, one that slates (to cover with slate (roofing material)) [n] 

SLATING AGILNST SLATE, to cover with slate (roofing material) [v] 

SLATTED ADELSTT SLAT, to provide with slats (narrow strips of wood or metal) [v] 

SLEETED DEEELST SLEET, to shower sleet (frozen rain) [v] 

SLIEVES EEILSSV SLIEVE, mountain (large, natural elevation of earth's surface) [n] 

SLIMPSY ILMPSSY slimsy (flimsy (lacking solidity or strength)) [adj -SIER, -SIEST] 

SLUBBER BBELRSU SLUB, material with irregular appearance [adj] 

SLUSHED DEHLSSU SLUSH, to splash with slush (partly melted snow) [v] 

SLUSHES EHLSSSU SLUSH, to splash with slush (partly melted snow) [v] 

SMALTOS ALMOSST SMALTO, colored glass used in mosaics [n] 

SMEEKED DEEEKMS SMEEK, to smoke (to emit smoke (gaseous product of burning materials)) [v] 

SMEGMAS AEGMMSS SMEGMA, sebum (fatty matter secreted by certain glands of skin) [n] 

SMOKERS EKMORSS SMOKER, one that smokes (to emit smoke (gaseous product of burning materials)) [n] 

SMOKING GIKMNOS SMOKE, to emit smoke (gaseous product of burning materials) [v] 

SNAWING AGINNSW SNAW, to snow (to fall as snow (precipitation in form of ice crystals)) [v] 

SNIFTER EFINRST pear-shaped liquor glass [n -S] 

SNOWCAP ACNOPSW covering of snow [n -S] 

SNOWIER EINORSW SNOWY, abounding in snow [adj] 

SNOWILY ILNOSWY in snowy manner [adv] 

SNOWING GINNOSW SNOW, to fall as snow (precipitation in form of ice crystals) [v] 

SODIUMS DIMOSSU SODIUM, metallic element [n] 

SOLIDER DEILORS SOLID, having definite shape and volume [adj] 

SOLIDLY DILLOSY in solid (having definite shape and volume) manner [adv] 

SOURGUM GMORSUU softwood tree of eastern North America [n -S] 

SOWBACK ABCKOSW low ridge of sand [n -S] 

SPALTED ADELPST denoting wood having irregular lines resulting from fungal decay [adj] 

SPANGLE AEGLNPS to adorn with spangles (bits of sparkling metal) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SPARGED ADEGPRS SPARGE, to sprinkle (to scatter drops or particles on) [v] 

SPARGER AEGPRRS one that sparges (to sprinkle (to scatter drops or particles on)) [n -S] 

SPARGES AEGPRSS SPARGE, to sprinkle (to scatter drops or particles on) [v] 

SPATHIC ACHIPST sparry (resembling spar (lustrous mineral)) [adj] 

SPEISES EEIPSSS SPEISE, speiss (metallic mixture obtained in smelting certain ores) [n] 

SPELTER EELPRST zinc in form of ingots [n -S] 

SPHENES EEHNPSS SPHENE, mineral [n] 

SPHERED DEEHPRS SPHERE, to form into sphere (type of geometric solid) [v] 

SPHERES EEHPRSS SPHERE, to form into sphere (type of geometric solid) [v] 

SPIEGEL EEGILPS type of cast iron [n -S] 

SPILING GIILNPS piling (structure of building supports) [n -S] / SPILE, to stop up with wooden plug [v] 
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SPILITE EIILPST form of basalt [n -S] 

SPINELS EILNPSS SPINEL, mineral [n] 

SPLINTS ILNPSST SPLINT, to brace with splint (thin piece of wood) [v] 

SPONGED DEGNOPS SPONGE, to wipe with sponge (mass of absorbent material) [v] 

SPONGER EGNOPRS one that sponges (to wipe with sponge (mass of absorbent material)) [n -S] 

SPONGES EGNOPSS SPONGE, to wipe with sponge (mass of absorbent material) [v] 

SPONGIN GINNOPS fibrous material [n -S] 

SQUASHY AHQSSUY soft and moist [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SQUISHY HIQSSUY squashy (soft and moist) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

STAITHE AEHISTT wharf equipped for transferring coal from railroad cars into ships [n -S] 

STAKING AGIKNST STAKE, to fasten with stake (pointed piece of wood or metal) [v] 

STANING AGINNST STANE, to stone (to pelt with stones (pieces of concreted earthy or mineral matter)) [v] 

STAPLED ADELPST STAPLE, to fasten by means of U-shaped metal loop [v] 

STAPLES AELPSST STAPLE, to fasten by means of U-shaped metal loop [v] 

STEARIC ACEIRST STEARIN, solid portion of fat [adj] 

STEARIN AEINRST solid portion of fat [n-S] 

STEELED DEEELST STEEL, to cover with steel (tough iron alloy) [v] 

STEELIE EEEILST steel playing marble [n -S] 

STENCIL CEILNST to mark by means of perforated sheet of material [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

STEROLS ELORSST STEROL, type of solid alcohol [n] 

STIBIAL ABIILST pertaining to stibium (antimony (metallic element)) [adj] 

STIBIUM BIIMSTU antimony (metallic element) [n -S] 

STONERS ENORSST STONER, one that stones (to pelt with stones (pieces of concreted earthy or mineral matter)) [n] 

STONIER EINORST STONEY, stony (abounding in stones) [adj] / STONY, abounding in stones [adj] 

STONILY ILNOSTY in stony (abounding in stones) manner [adv] 

STONING GINNOST STONE, to pelt with stones (pieces of concreted earthy or mineral matter) [v] 

STOPERS EOPRSST STOPER, one that stopes (to excavate in layers, as ore) [n] 

STOPING GINOPST process of excavating in layers [n -S] / STOPE, to excavate in layers, as ore [v] 

STOPPER EOPPRST to plug (to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole)) [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

STOPPLE ELOPPST to stopper (to plug (to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole))) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

STOURES EORSSTU STOURE, stour (dust) [n] 

STOURIE EIORSTU stoury (dusty (full of dust)) [adj] 

STRATAL AALRSTT pertaining to stratum (layer of material) [adj] 

STRATAS AARSSTT STRATA, STRATUM, layer of material [n] 

STRATUM AMRSTTU layer of material [n -TA, -S] 

SUBCOOL BCLOOSU to cool below freezing point without solidification [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SULFITE EFILSTU chemical salt [n -S] 

SULFURS FLRSSUU SULFUR, to treat with sulfur (nonmetallic element) [v] 

SULLAGE AEGLLSU sewage (waste matter carried off by sewers) [n -S] 

SULPHUR HLPRSUU to sulfur (to treat with sulfur (nonmetallic element)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUNKERS EKNRSSU SUNKER, ridge of rock near surface of sea [n] 

SWINGLE EGILNSW to scutch (to separate woody fiber from by beating) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SYENITE EEINSTY igneous rock [n -S] 

SYLVINE EILNSVY sylvite (ore of potassium) [n -S] 

SYLVINS ILNSSVY SYLVIN, sylvite (ore of potassium) [n] 

SYLVITE EILSTVY ore of potassium [n -S] 
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T 

TAENITE AEEINTT nickel-iron alloy in meteorites [n -S] 

TAILING AGIILNT part of projecting stone or brick that is inserted into wall [n -S]  

TALCIER ACEILRT TALCY, TALC, to treat with talc (soft mineral with soapy texture) [adj] 

TALCING ACGILNT TALC, to treat with talc (soft mineral with soapy texture) [v] 

TALCKED ACDEKLT TALC, to treat with talc (soft mineral with soapy texture) [v] 

TALCOSE ACELOST TALC, to treat with talc (soft mineral with soapy texture) [adj] 

TALCOUS ACLOSTU TALC, to treat with talc (soft mineral with soapy texture) [adj] 

TALCUMS ACLMSTU TALCUM, to treat with powder made from talc [v] 

TALUSES AELSSTU TALUS, slope formed by accumulation of rock debris [n] 

TAMBACS AABCMST TAMBAC, tombac (alloy of copper and zinc) [n] 

TAMBAKS AABKMST TAMBAK, tombac (alloy of copper and zinc) [n] 

TAMBOUR ABMORTU to embroider on round wooden frame [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TANNATE AAENNTT chemical salt [n -S] 

TAPISES AEIPSST TAPIS, material used for wall hangings and floor coverings [n] 

TAXITES AEISTTX TAXITE, volcanic rock [n] 

TAXITIC ACIITTX TAXITE, volcanic rock [adj] 

TECTITE CEEITTT tektite (glassy body believed to be of meteoritic origin) [n -S] 

TEKTITE EEIKTTT glassy body believed to be of meteoritic origin [n -S] 

TELFORD DEFLORT road made of stones [n -S] 

TEMBLOR BELMORT earthquake [n -ES, -S] 

TENONED DEENNOT TENON, to unite by means of tenon (projection on end of piece of wood) [v] 

TENONER EENNORT one that tenons (to unite by means of tenon (projection on end of piece of wood)) [n -S] 

TEPHRAS AEHPRST TEPHRA, solid material ejected from volcano [n] 

TERBIUM BEIMRTU metallic element [n -S] 

TERRANE AEENRRT rock formation [n -S] 

TERRETS EERRSTT TERRET, metal ring on harness [n] 

TERRITS EIRRSTT TERRIT, terret (metal ring on harness) [n] 

THALLIC ACHILLT THALLIUM, metallic element [adj] 

THAWERS AEHRSTW THAWER, one that thaws (to melt (to change from solid to liquid state by heat)) [n] 

THAWING AGHINTW THAW, to melt (to change from solid to liquid state by heat) [v] 

THORITE EHIORTT thorium ore [n -S] 

THORIUM HIMORTU metallic element [n -S] 

THRUPUT HPRTTUU amount of raw material processed within given time [n -S] 

THULIUM HILMTUU metallic element [n -S] 

TILLITE EIILLTT rock made up of consolidated clay, sand, gravel, and boulders [n -S] 

TIMBERS BEIMRST TIMBER, to furnish with timber (wood used as building material) [v] 

TIMBERY BEIMRTY TIMBER, to furnish with timber (wood used as building material) [adj] 

TINCALS ACILNST TINCAL, crude borax [n] 

TINDERS DEINRST TINDER, readily combustible material [n] 

TINDERY DEINRTY TINDER, readily combustible material [adj] 

TINFOIL FIILNOT thin metal sheeting [n -S] 

TINGING GGIINNT TING, to emit high-pitched metallic sound [v] 

TINKLED DEIKLNT TINKLE, to make slight, sharp, metallic sounds [v] 

TINKLER EIKLNRT one that tinkles (to make slight, sharp, metallic sounds) [n -S] 

TINKLES EIKLNST TINKLE, to make slight, sharp, metallic sounds [v] 
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TINLIKE EIIKLNT resembling tin [adj] 

TINNERS EINNRST TINNER, tin miner [n] 

TINNIER EIINNRT TINNY, of or resembling tin [adj] 

TINNILY IILNNTY in tinny (of or resembling tin) manner [adv] 

TINNING GIINNNT TIN, to coat with tin (metallic element) [v] 

TITANIA AAIINTT mineral [n -S] 

TOLUATE AELOTTU chemical salt [n -S] 

TOMBACK ABCKMOT tombac (alloy of copper and zinc) [n -S] 

TOMBACS ABCMOST TOMBAC, alloy of copper and zinc [n] 

TOMBAKS ABKMOST TOMBAK, tombac (alloy of copper and zinc) [n] 

TOMBOLO BLMOOOT sandbar connecting island to mainland [n -S] 

TOPAZES AEOPSTZ TOPAZ, mineral [n] 

TOPSOIL ILOOPST to remove surface layer of soil from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRASSES AERSSST TRASS, volcanic rock [n] 

TRAWLEY AELRTWY small truck or car for conveying material [n -S] 

TREEING EEGINRT TREE, to drive up tree (tall, woody plant) [v] 

TRENAIL AEILNRT treenail (wooden peg used for fastening timbers) [n -S] 

TRILITH HIILRTT prehistoric structure of three large stones [n -S] 

TRIPOLI IILOPRT soft, friable rock [n -S] 

TROMMEL ELMMORT screen used for sifting rock, ore, or coal [n -S] 

TRUMPET EMPRTTU to sound on trumpet (brass wind instrument) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRUNNEL ELNNRTU treenail (wooden peg used for fastening timbers) [n -S] 

TUBINGS BGINSTU TUBING, material in form of tube [n] 

TUNDISH DHINSTU receptacle for molten metal [n -ES] 

TUNDRAS ADNRSTU TUNDRA, level, treeless expanse of arctic land [n] 

TUPELOS ELOPSTU TUPELO, softwood tree [n] 

TURGITE EGIRTTU iron ore [n -S] 

TUTTIES EISTTTU TUTTY, impure zinc oxide [n] 
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ULEXITE EEILTUX mineral [n -S] 

ULTISOL ILLOSTU reddish-yellow acid soil [n -S] 

UNAKITE AEIKNTU igneous rock [n -S] 

UNBOLTS BLNOSTU UNBOLT, to open by withdrawing bolt (metal bar) [v] 

UNBULKY BKLNUUY not bulky (massive (of considerable size)) [adj] 

UNCAKED ACDEKNU UNCAKE, to break up cake (block of compacted matter) [v] 

UNCAKES ACEKNSU UNCAKE, to break up cake (block of compacted matter) [v] 

UNMINED DEIMNNU not mined (to dig into for valuable materials) [adj] 

UNPAVED ADENPUV not paved (to cover with material that forms firm, level surface) [adj] 

UNRIVET EINRTUV to remove rivets (metal bolts) from [v -ED, -TTED, -ING, -TTING, -S] 

UNSOLID DILNOSU not solid (having definite shape and volume) [adj] 

UNSTEEL EELNSTU to make soft [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNTHAWS AHNSTUW UNTHAW, to thaw (to melt (to change from solid to liquid state by heat)) [v] 

UPLANDS ADLNPSU UPLAND, higher land of region [n] 

URALITE AEILRTU mineral [n -S] 

URANITE AEINRTU mineral [n -S] 
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UROLITH HILORTU concretion in urinary tract [n -S] 
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VACUUMS ACMSUUV VACUUM, space entirely devoid of matter [n] 

VALLEYS AELLSVY VALLEY, depression of earth's surface [n]  
VALLUMS ALLMSUV VALLUM, defensive wall of earth and stone [n] 

VANADIC AACDINV VANADIUM, metallic element [adj] 

VEINERS EEINRSV VEINER, tool used in wood carving [n] 

VENEERS EEENRSV VENEER, to overlay with thin layers of material [v] 

VERGLAS AEGLRSV thin coating of ice on rock [n -ES] 

VICHIES CEHIISV VICHY, type of mineral water [n] 

VINYLIC CIILNVY VINYL, type of plastic (any of group of synthetic or natural moldable materials) [adj] 

VITRAIN AIINRTV material in vitreous layers of banded bituminous coal [n -S] 

VITRICS CIIRSTV art of making or decorating glass articles [n VITRICS] 

VITRIFY FIIRTVY to convert into glass [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

VITRINE EIINRTV glass showcase for art objects [n -S] 

VOLCANO ACLNOOV opening in earth's crust through which molten rock and gases are ejected [n -ES, -S] 

VOMITUS IMOSTUV vomited matter [n -ES] 

VUGGIER EGGIRUV VUGGY, abounding in vugs (small cavity in rock or lode) [adj] 

VUGULAR AGLRUUV pertaining to vugs (small cavity in rock or lode) [adj] 
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WADDERS ADDERSW WADDER, one that wads (to form into wad (small mass of soft material)) [n] 

WADDING ADDGINW wad [n -S] / WAD, to form into wad (small mass of soft material) [v] 

WEAVING AEGINVW activity of creating woven materials [n -S] 

WEDGING DEGGINW WEDGE, to force apart with wedge (tapering piece of wood or metal) [v] 

WHARVES AEHRSVW WHARVE, round piece of wood used in spinning thread [n] 

WHERVES EEHRSVW WHERVE, wharve (round piece of wood used in spinning thread) [n] 

WICKING CGIIKNW material for wicks [n -S] 

WINCEYS CEINSWY WINCEY, type of fabric (woven, felted, or knitted material) [n] 

WINDING DGIINNW material wound about object [n -S]  

WIRABLE ABEILRW WIRE, to fasten with wire (slender rod, strand, or thread of ductile metal) [adj] 

WOLFRAM AFLMORW tungsten (metallic element) [n -S] 

WOMBIER BEIMORW WOMBY, hollow (not solid (having definite shape and volume)) [adj] 

WOODBIN BDINOOW bin for holding firewood [n -S] 

WOODBOX BDOOOWX woodbin (bin for holding firewood) [n -ES] 

WOODCUT CDOOTUW engraved block of wood [n -S] 

WOODIER DEIOORW WOODY, containing or resembling wood [adj] 

WOODIES DEIOOSW WOODIE, woody (wood-paneled station wagon) [n] / WOODY [n] 

WOODING DGINOOW WOOD, to furnish with wood (hard, fibrous substance beneath bark of tree or shrub) [v] 

WOODLOT DLOOOTW area restricted to growing of forest trees [n -S] 

WORKBAG ABGKORW bag for holding work instruments and materials [n -S] 

WORKBOX BKOORWX box for holding work instruments and materials [n -ES] 
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X 
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YTTRIUM IMRTTUY  metallic element [n -S] 
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ZEBRANO ABENORZ tree having striped wood [n -S] 

ZEOLITE EEILOTZ mineral [n -S] 

ZINCATE ACEINTZ chemical salt [n -S] 

ZINCIFY CFIINYZ to coat with zinc [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

ZINCING CGIINNZ ZINC, to coat with zinc (metallic element) [v] 

ZINCITE CEIINTZ ore of zinc [n -S] 

ZINCKED CDEIKNZ ZINC, to coat with zinc (metallic element) [v] 

ZINCOID CDIINOZ zincic (pertaining to zinc) [adj] 

ZINCOUS CINOSUZ zincic (pertaining to zinc) [adj] 

ZINKIFY FIIKNYZ to zincify (to coat with zinc) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

ZIRCONS CINORSZ ZIRCON, mineral [n] 

ZOISITE EIIOSTZ mineral [n -S] 
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